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Dear Greenspon Center supporters,
As the Center approached its five-year anniversary, we embarked on a strategic planning effort to determine how to maximize impact for the next five years. With input from stakeholders across the community,
the Queens University campus, our advisory committee, interfaith clergy and Jewish communal leaders,
activists and supporters, we refined a roadmap, designed to propel Holocaust education, social justice
training, and Jewish life at Queens to the next level.
The first, incredibly crucial step on this roadmap was to reimagine Holocaust education, devising a program that would:
•
“Train the trainers,” creating skilled educators to expand the network of teachers and community
members prepared to respond to needs both inside and outside the school setting
• Include a Certificate in Holocaust Pedagogy
•
Develop programming to maximize community outreach, such as travelling “pop-up” exhibits to
underserved neighborhoods around Charlotte (a first exhibit is being planned to share the life and
story of Anne Frank)
To bring this vision to reality, Stan Greenspon has given a generous lead gift to bring this momentous foundational program to life. This gift firmly roots Holocaust education as a core of the Center’s vital mission,
launching a Holocaust Education Fellowship Program and establishing an endowed director position.
Talli Dippold, who has been co-leading the Center since its inception, will be the inaugural director. The
Greenspon Center volunteer and professional leadership felt it was appropriate to adopt a new name: The
Stan Greenspon Holocaust and Social Justice Education Center. This new branding places a necessary
focus on education and training, which are the hallmarks of the Center.
The second step of our vision is working toward social justice by providing social justice and community
organizing education. Our program will:
• Engage the community in learning from the stories of effective organizers, past and present, in Charlotte and beyond
• Offer capacity-building workshops and seminars to support social justice advocates
• Create and launch a certificate program in community organizing and social justice, strengthening
practices for neighborhood-level leaders
Injustice and bias exist everywhere — in our community, in our institutions and in us. Our social justice
educational opportunities teach us to better understand barriers, build empathy and power, and promote
effective and transformative acts of healing. “We feel powerless alone. We are powerful together,” is a
mantra the Center lives.
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A third and critical step is to continue to transform lives on campus through our Jewish Studies and Jewish
Life Program.
The Center’s leadership recognizes that understanding, belonging, acceptance, and change often take root
and gain strength in the context of community. This has always been the driving motivation behind the
Center’s support of our remarkable Queens Hillel and interfaith students, who come to college grateful for
a good Shabbat or holiday meal, and often leave with a better sense of their connection to Jewish peoplehood, and how to comfortably engage in interfaith settings.
In this guide you will find Jewish Studies and Jewish Life programs to enrich interfaith bridge building
not just on the Queens campus but also within the Charlotte community. Our programs are here for the
entire community — for anyone who wants to learn about Judaism and experience Jewish culture.
The Greenspon Center brings people together — to support Charlotteans who want to use their influence
for good, to support Jewish and interfaith students who want to become change agents, and to support
regional educators who want to incorporate the lessons of the Holocaust and human rights into their
classrooms. They understand that history repeats itself, and it’s up to all of us to make sure it doesn’t.
We invite you to walk and work with us to advance our critical vision and advocate human rights for all.
With gratitude and with faith in our bright collective future,
Judy Schindler, Talli Dippold, Donna Tarney, Talia Goldman, and Noah Goldman
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Our Professional Team

Talli Dippold
Stan Greenspon Director of Holocaust Educators Fellowship Program & Associate
Director

Noah Goldman
Coordinator of Jewish Life

Talia Goldman
Development and Events Coordinator

Rabbi Judy Schindler
Sklut Professor of Jewish Studies & Director

Donna Tarney
Education Coordinator

Hannah Eccleston & Rhett Edens, Interns Summer 2021
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The Greenspon Center is here for the broader Charlotte community with academically challenging
community courses, programs, and events of relevance and depth.
Our mission is to develop informed and engaged global citizens who, grounded in their own identities,
are prepared to counter prejudice and discrimination with actions advocating human rights for all.
Our vision is to build capacity in individuals to respond to prejudice and discrimination in schools,
workplaces, faith and civic institutions, and on the campus of Queens University, developing a nationally recognized brand for excellence in Holocaust and social justice education.
Every gift makes a difference. To invest in our work or learn more about Jewish Studies and Jewish Life
at Queens and the Stan Greenspon Holocaust and Social Justice Education Center, please contact Talia
Goldman, goldmant@queens.edu. We would love to meet with you, virtually, or in person.
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Upcoming Programs and Events
Sacred Threads: Encountering Nostra Aetate for our Time
A Regional Interfaith Conference
Date: Sunday, TBD 2022
Time: 12:15 to 5:45 pm
Location: Belmont Abbey College
Join people from all faiths for a regional interfaith conference titled “Sacred Threads: Encountering Nostra Aetate
for Our Time,” to explore the remarkable content of the 1965 watershed document issued by Vatican II that set into
motion introspection, reconciliation, and interfaith dialogue.
Nostra Aetate was a groundbreaking document that transformed the Catholic Church’s approach to non-Christian
religions from confrontation to conversation as the Church stated its intent to revere “the work of G-d in all major
faith traditions.” An outcome of Vatican II, it focused, in part, on the fraught relationships between Catholics and
Jews. It was informed by the Holocaust and committed the Church to end antisemitic and anti-Jewish practices.
While this document set the course for interfaith healing, continuing antisemitic sentiment makes painfully clear
this ancient hatred is alive, well, and a threat.
The program will empower people from all faiths, to understand the remarkable content of this document, and to
reflect on the steps needed today to counter antisemitism and advance interfaith understanding.
Scholars include: Dr. Matthew Tapie, assistant professor of theology, director, Center for Catholic-Jewish Studies,
St. Leo College, St. Leo, Florida. Dr. Malka Simkovich, Crown-Ryan, chair of Jewish Studies and director of the
Catholic-Jewish Studies Program, Catholic Theological Union, Chicago, Illinois. Dr. Adrian Bird, affiliate assistant professor of church history, Union Presbyterian Seminary, Charlotte, North Carolina. Dr. Peter Ochs, Edgar
M. Bronfman, professor of modern Judaic studies, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia (will deliver a
keynote address). We will end our program with an original musical composition based on Nostra Aetate by Beth
Schafer, Jewish musician and composer, and Fr. Ricky Manalo, CSP, Christian musician, composer, and educator
— a composition many years in the making.
Partners in planning the conference include Belmont Abbey College, the Stan Greenspon Holocaust and Social
Justice Education Center, and Union Presbyterian Seminary in Charlotte. The conference is additionally sponsored
by Temple Beth El and Temple Emanuel of Gastonia. For more information, email info@stangreensponcenter.org.

“The Greenspon community classes deepen understanding and spark further exploration. I leave each week energized and eager to learn more.”
-Emily Zimmern
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Upcoming Programs and Events
Yom Kippur Study with Rabbi Schinder
Reckoning our Relationship with the Earth
Date: September 16, 2021
Time: 3-4 pm
Location: Virtual (all are welcome)
In marking Rosh Hashanah 5782 as the beginning of a shmita/sabbatical year, we
will explore what repentance in our relationship with the earth requires and what environmental justice entails.
The program is co-sponsored with Temple Beth El. For more information, contact info@stangreesponcenter.org.

Wine and Wisdom
Mid-Week Midrash Winter/Spring Series
Dates: Third Thursday of every month starting January 20, 2022
Time: 5-6 pm
Location: Virtual or Selwyn Pub, 2801 Selwyn Ave.
RSVP to Talia Goldman at goldmant@queens.edu
Cost per session: Please consider joining our monthly circle of supporters
at any level that is comfortable for you.
Rabbi Judy Schindler invites you to gather at the Selwyn Pub or join online for study and socializing. Bring a
friend, grab a glass of iced tea or wine, and enjoy learning more about the Torah and ways in which it can touch
and lift our lives. This is a casual and relaxing event with a little something for everyone. Come to one session or
come to all.
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Upcoming Programs and Events
Jewish Studies and the Federation of Greater Charlotte present
Fall Signature Course – Jewish Values and the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict
Dates: Wednesdays, September 1, 2021 to December 15, 2021
Time: 12:30-2 pm
Location: Virtual
Rabbi Judy Schindler, Sklut professor of Jewish Studies at Queens University, and Tair Giudice, an Israeli American, with more than a decade of experience in Jewish communal leadership and Jewish education with the Jewish
Federation of Greater Charlotte, will co-lead this class. This course will be offered with a hybrid format. All sessions
will be recorded.
Cost for this extended class with two instructors is $325 and includes an online sourcebook with primary sources
relevant to each lecture, as well as background reading. Proceeds support Jewish Life at Queens University. Space
is limited. We do not want cost to be a barrier. For more information, to register, or for financial assistance, contact
Talia Goldman, goldmant@queens.edu.
We are excited to get back to learning by addressing contemporary issues. Conversations across the Charlotte community during the summer of 2021 clarified that both our Jewish and broader Charlotte community wanted and
needed greater depth in their understanding of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. We have chosen a first-rate curriculum from the Shalom Hartman Institute (an exceptional center of Jewish pluralism and learning) to serve as the
foundation of our course. Through the study of Jewish narratives about Israel and the unpacking of the complex
meanings of peace in Jewish tradition, participants are invited to explore the ideas and values that animate different attitudes toward the conflict and how these values might shape their own political understandings. Although
participants hold a variety of political viewpoints, this course strives to achieve a shared respect for our differences.
September 1 – Talking About Israel: Foundations for a Values Discourse explores the range of attitudes toward
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict across the Jewish world, emphasizing the different values and moral claims that lie
behind each core position along the spectrum. The unit seeks to frame and establish the basis for a values discourse
about the conflict in which different positions are understood in values terms.
October 6 – The Current Discourse: Living with Difference examines the sociological categories of pluralism,
tolerance, and deviance and their reflection in Jewish sources to gain an understanding of the ways in which Jewish
communities can accommodate difference and develop strategies of acceptance and belonging.
October 13 – The Israel We Imagine addresses the most essential narratives and assumptions that the Jewish community holds about the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. An understanding of differing positions, resulting from differing
visions and aspirations, can foster a richer and more tolerant Jewish discourse about the conflict.
October 20 – Jewish Narratives on Peace explores different models of peace from Jewish sources and the way they
affect ideas about a resolution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Peace is one of the principal aspirations of the Jewish
people featured in teachings and prayers, but what type of peace are the Jewish people praying for?
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October 27 – Attitudes Toward the Land – Perspectives from Within Israel examines the historical and religious
significance of the land from Jewish sources and the way this range of perspectives shapes the attitudes of many
Jews, especially those in Israel, toward the Israel-Palestinian conflict.
November 3 – Attitudes Toward the Land – Perspectives from Outside the Land explores Diasporic concepts of
the role land plays in Judaism and how they shape the way one views the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
November 10 – Justice explores the central meanings and implications of justice within the Jewish religious tradition and the impact that these understandings have on Jewish understanding of moral responsibilities toward the
conflict and its resolution.
November 17 – Justice: X Happened looks at the claim that a wrong was perpetrated as part of Israel’s establishment
and the ways in which this kind of controversial claim can be addressed in a genuine and morally appropriate manner.
November 24 – Self-Preservation explores the core moral commitment to self-preservation in Jewish tradition
and its impact on the way many Jews think about the conflict.
December 1 – Compromise examines the ways in which the Jewish religious tradition views the idea of compromise, its relationship to justice, the way it interacts with self-preservation, and how it shapes political and moral
perspectives on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
December 8 – A Light Unto the Nations: The Idea of Exceptionalism analyzes the core concept of Jewish exceptionalism from within the Jewish tradition and how this idea influences one’s position regarding the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
December 15 – Concluding Conversations – Living with Competing Values shares video reflections bringing
together iEngage faculty members to discuss how they synthesize the different values addressed in the series. The
session models a conversation about the conflict in which values and ideas, rather than politics, take center stage.

“Rabbi Judy shares her wisdom in each lively discussion.
This interactive class is thought provoking and ultimately enlightening.” -Gwen Orland
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Upcoming Programs and Events
Jacobs-Jaffa Charlotte Jewish Heritage Tour
Understanding our past. Celebrating our present. Visioning our future.
Fall and Winter Tour Dates: October 17, November 21, January 9, or by appointment for private groups. Tour
departs from Queens University of Charlotte and includes extensive noshes — bagels, rugelach, knishes and more.
Hear stories that can’t be found in history books and personal gems of wisdom from
the voices of our community's founders, builders, and philanthropists.
Charlotte’s 165 years of Jewish history is rich with civic, business and religious leaders,
and philanthropists. As part of our Jacobs-Jaffa Charlotte Jewish Heritage Tour, participants will enjoy a unique, engaging, entertaining and educational walk through our
city’s history. The experience will include a tour through the Hebrew Cemetery, which
was founded in 1867 and is rich with stories of the famous Jews who were buried there
from the Civil War to the Civil Rights era to today. We will pass through historic sites
that highlight Jewish contributions to our county and state as we explore the pluralistic
and powerful Jewish community that thrives in Charlotte today.
This program is made possible thanks to a generous donation from Donald Jacobs and
Florence Jaffa in honor of Susan Jacobs. Five generations of the Jacobs-Jaffa family have
made Charlotte their home and the Jewish community a central pillar of their lives.
Want to customize the tour to fit your needs? Contact the Greenspon Center.

The Margaret & Lou Schwartz Butterfly Garden Holocaust Memorial,
dedicated in 2011, honors the 1.5
million children who perished in
the Holocaust.

Lenora Stein Charlotte Jewish History Experiential Seminar
A special thank you to the Lenora Stein Community Creative Learning Grant for enabling the Shalom Park agencies to send representatives to a Lenora Stein Charlotte
Jewish History Experiential Seminar. If you are a Jewish educator with a Charlotte
Jewish agency who would like to participate in a free tour, please contact Talia Goldman to learn more.

Judah P. Benjamin Monument

“This tour was a true learning experience for our TriBE members who were born here and

those who relocated to Charlotte. Be prepared to be surprised by the wealth of information
shared by Rabbi Judy and Susan Jacobs. As a side note, the nosh was enjoyed by all!”
- Janette Schwartz
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Upcoming Programs and Events
Jewish Studies and the Federation of Greater Charlotte present
Spring Signature Course - Together and Apart: The Future of Jewish Peoplehood
Dates: Wednesdays, January 12 to May 4
(No classes 3/9, 3/16, and 4/13 due to various Charlotte school spring breaks)
Time: 12:30-2 pm
Location: On campus or virtual
Rabbi Judy Schindler, Sklut Professor of Jewish Studies at Queens University, and Tair Giudice, an Israeli American with more than a decade of experience in Jewish communal leadership and Jewish education with the Jewish
Federation of Greater Charlotte, will co-lead this class. This course will be offered in a hybrid format. Our goal is
to have most sessions in person, with all classes accessible to those who are learning from a distance. All sessions
will be recorded.
Cost for this extended class with two instructors is $325 and includes an online coursebook with primary sources relevant to each lecture as well as background reading. Proceeds support Jewish Life at Queens University of
Charlotte. Space is limited. We do not want cost to be a barrier. For more information, to register, or for financial
assistance contact Talia Goldman, goldmant@queens.edu.
We will explore Jewish peoplehood utilizing a first-rate curriculum from the Shalom Hartman Institute (an exceptional center of Jewish pluralism and learning). Today we face new challenges to our unity, including nationalism,
antisemitism, dual loyalty, and identity politics. Through video lectures and interviews, textual sources and a leader’s
guide, we will consider what it means to be a member of the Jewish people, the core values that animate Jewish
peoplehood, and the contemporary challenges to Jewish unity. The curriculum examines the forces dividing the
Jewish people today, including nationalism, antisemitism, dual-loyalty, and identity politics; and it imagines new
conceptual frameworks that can help sustain and grow the story of our people for a new millennium.
Unit 1: From No Home to Two Homes - The Jewish people have moved in less than a century from a people with
a consciousness of having no home to a people that have two homes — in Israel and in North America. This introductory unit examines the stories we have told about ourselves throughout history, and asks whether we need
a new grand narrative, a new meta-story, of Jewish peoplehood today?
Unit 2: The Judaism of Being - This unit explores one feature of the Jewish story, the Covenant of Being, in which
Jews are defined by who we are, and not by what we do. This unit explores the advantages, obligations, and risks
associated with this dimension of Jewish identity, which is permanent and unconditional.
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Upcoming Programs and Events
Jewish Studies and the Federation of Greater Charlotte present Spring Signature
Course — Together and Apart: The Future of Jewish Peoplehood (continued)
Unit 3: The Judaism of Becoming - In this session, we explore the other central feature of the Jewish story, the
Covenant of Becoming, in which Jews are defined by what they do. In this mission-based, aspirational Jewishness,
identity is shaped around shared beliefs and practices.
Unit 4: On Universalism and Particularism - This unit explores the relationship between the commitments of
Jewish particularism and Jewish universalism, and how the dance between these ideas has characterized the development of modern Zionism and debates around Jewish peoplehood today.
Unit 5: Between Nationalism, Ultra-Nationalism, and Fascism - The debate around nationalism today will affect
the viability of Jewish peoplehood and Jewish unity. This session will explore various definitions of nationalism
and whether we can construct a positive Jewish articulation of nationalism constructed around the value of “encumberedness.”
Unit 6: The Moral Implications of Jewish Nationalism - This unit continues the exploration of nationalism with a
focus on the moral consequences of nationalism. What can constitute moral foundations for nationalism in general
and Jewish nationalism in particular?
Unit 7: The Israeli Nation-State Law - Much of the recent debate around Israeli nationalism has focused on the
Nation-State Law. This session explores two differing perspectives on the law: one denouncing its moral failings
and one embracing its significance for the future of Israel as a Jewish democratic state.
Unit 8: Antisemitism as a Divisive Force - This unit explores the challenges to Jewish peoplehood posed by the
current internal Jewish debate around antisemitism. The goal of this session is to understand the causes and underpinnings of a new reality in which antisemitism, for the first time in millennia, has become a dividing force
rather than a unifying force for the Jewish people.
Unit 9: Antisemitism and Anti-Zionism - This unit delves more deeply into the meaning and definition of antisemitism and the relationship between antisemitism and anti-Zionism. We will analyze the differences between
the manifestations of antisemitism from the far-Left to the far-Right and examine how a commitment to Jewish
peoplehood impacts our discourse on this issue.
Unit 10: The Accusation and Dilemma of Dual Loyalties - This unit explores the notion of dual loyalty and its
impact on Jewish peoplehood. Does a commitment to Jewish peoplehood demand dual loyalty, and does dual
loyalty connote conflicting loyalty? Can Israel and World Jewry maintain a sense of togetherness while fully aware
of the loyalty demands of a people, each in their own distinct home?
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Upcoming Programs and Events
Jewish Studies and the Federation of Greater Charlotte present Spring Signature
Course “Together and Apart: The Future of Jewish Peoplehood” (continued)
Unit 11 “What’s Good for the Jews?” Identity Politics in North America - This unit explores the ways in which
the current discourse around identity politics poses new challenges to Jewish peoplehood and a relationship with
Israel. We will study the divergent historical strategies within the American Jewish community to advocate for
Jewish interests in order to understand how these different strategies relate to debates today within the American
Jewish community and between Israel and American Jewry.
Unit 12 - Peoplehood - This unit introduces five categories which shape the narrative of Jewish peoplehood: 1)
family, 2) shared believers, 3) partners, 4) investors, 5) consumers. The unit then focuses on the categories of family and consumers and how a synergy between the two can strengthen the relationship between Israel and North
American Jewry.
Unit 13 Shared Believers, Partners, and Investors - This session focuses on the other three models within our
matrix that shape and define the nature of Jewish Peoplehood and the relationship between Israel and World Jewry:
shared believers, partners, and investors. We will explore each of these conceptual categories to see if they can be
helpful foundations for Jewish collective life today.
Unit 14 At-Homeness - The Jewish people throughout history have always struggled with the tension of being
“Together and apart.” However, the dual reality of at-homeness in North America and Israel poses new challenges
to our sense of togetherness today. This concluding session reflects on both the Israeli and North American perspectives on how the Jewish people can envision and take responsibility for a future together.

“The [Fall 2020] course helped me better understand the Black/Jewish relationship environment that I had grown up within but never fully appreciated — the cultural, ethnic and political factors that shaped these relationships. The program made excellent use of reference
material and content specific speakers. The reading material allows the student to take a
deeper dive into topics of particular interest.” -Mark Abrams
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Upcoming Programs and Events
Journey Through Jewish Poland: Roots, Resilience, and Renewal
Join Talli Dippold, Rabbi Judy Schindler and Scholar-in-residence,
Dr. Tomasz Cebulski on an epic journey through Poland
Dates: May 10 to May 19, 2022
Join Talli Dippold, Rabbi Judy Schindler and Scholar-In-Resident Dr. Tomasz Cebulski on a journey of discovery
to learn more about this rich, 1,000 year heritage and explore Jewish roots, resilience, and renewal!
Many of us hear “Poland” and immediately think of the devastation related to the Holocaust. Yet, there is another,
more powerful story there.
Did you know that in the thirteenth century, during a time of crusades and widespread anti-Jewish legislation,
Poland created legal protections for Jews? Did you know Jews settled and built a rich cultural, religious, and social
life that thrived for hundreds of years? Were you aware that scholars believe that 80% of world Jewry lived in Poland
in the 16th century? Major movements upon which our Charlotte community is built emerged from Poland — Hasidism, with its focus on mysticism and prayer, and the Haskalah, the Jewish Enlightenment, which supported the
development of our modern Jewish movements. While it is important to honor the memory of the victims of the
Holocaust, this trip will explore the once thriving Polish Jewish community from which the threads that connect
us and beautify our Jewish lives were spun.
Our scholar-in-residence, Dr. Tomasz Cebulski, was born in Kraków, Poland, but grew up in Oświęcim, Auschwitz.
As a teenager, he was involved with the local International Youth Meeting Center, where he promoted intercultural
dialogue. He eventually became an educator for the same institution and coordinated a Polish, German, and South
African project on societies in transition and recuperation from historical trauma. In 2000, he founded Polin Travel,
a research and historical interpretation center.
In 2005, Tomasz graduated with a master’s degree in international relations and European studies from Jagiellonian
University, Kraków. He obtained his second master’s degree in 2007 from the Department of Middle and Far East
Studies at the same university. In 2014, Tomasz completed his doctorate at its Department of Political Studies, with
a dissertation on “Political and International Aspects of the Functioning of the Auschwitz-Birkenau State Museum
in the years 1980-2010.”
Our journey begins in the capital of Poland, Warsaw. Warsaw is known as “The Phoenix City,” as it was reduced to
rubble and ruins by a Nazi bombing campaign and rose to new life thanks to a nationwide effort. Today, Warsaw is
Poland’s largest with more than two and a half million people living in its metropolitan area. It is a vibrant political
and economic center, reflecting the resurgence of Poland’s economy over the past 25 years as a member of NATO
and the EU.
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Upcoming Programs and Events
Journey Through Jewish Poland: Roots, Resilience, and Renewal (continued)
The meticulously rebuilt Old Town and the POLIN Museum of the History of Polish Jews are two of the cultural
cornerstones of this Central European capital. Prior to the Holocaust, Warsaw was home to more than 300,000 Jews
from across the cultural and religious spectrum. Warsaw is now home to Poland’s largest Jewish community, with
a JCC, Hillel, and a day school, as well as various religious communities.
To fully experience Jewish Warsaw is to appreciate its history. We will start with a trip through Jewish Warsaw, including the ghetto and sites of Jewish resistance. Next we move on to the POLIN Museum of the History of Polish
Jews for a glimpse into the vibrant experience of the Jewish people in Poland. Visits to the Emanuel Ringelblum
archive and the oldest surviving Jewish synagogue in Warsaw are highlights of the tour. We end with a visit to the
cemetery on Okopowa Street, which preserves over 200 years of Polish Jewish history. It is truly a beit chaim (house
of life), the Hebrew term for cemetery.
No trip to rediscover Jewish roots is complete without a trip to Poland’s historical royal city, Krakow. Krakow was
miraculously saved from destruction during centuries of wars and turmoil. It is replete with numerous medieval;
renaissance; and baroque churches, synagogues, and other architectural marvels. Krakow was once an important
center of European Jewry, particularly of the Progressive movement, and now is one of the main centers of Jewish
renewal in Poland. Krakow, with its seven remaining synagogues and other reminders of Polish Jewish heritage, is
both a living memorial and a beacon for the future.
Lublin, the biggest Polish city in the East, will be a one day stop during our tour. Lublin is an important place in
our program’s storyline, where cultural influences from the West and East intertwined throughout centuries. The
city has a rich history — its picturesque Old Town with its townhouses and churches is considered to be one of the
best examples of typical Polish Renaissance and Baroque architecture. It was also one of the main cultural centers
of Polish Jews prior to 1939. A highlight of this stop is our hotel, which is located in the historic building of Yeshiva
Chachmei Lublin, which formerly served as the largest and most prestigious rabbinical school in the world.
Throughout the trip, we will travel through the land of shtetls. Visiting shtetls provides an intimate encounter with
centuries of Jewish existence in Poland and provides a contrast to the larger cities. We will stop in Szydłowiec and
Chęciny, Brzesko, Łańcut and Kazimierz Dolny.
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Holocaust and Human Rights Programs
One of the foundational missions of the Stan Greenspon Center is to educate and inform
all people about the complex history of the Holocaust and how that history continues to
affect our world today.
Pop-Up History: Bringing the Past Into Conversation With the Present
“Pop-Up History” is a new initiative inspired by the desire to bring impactful educational opportunities directly
into Charlotte communities. These exhibits are from internationally recognized organizations such as the United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum, the Anne Frank House, Centropa, and Facing History and Ourselves. The
exhibits explore issues of identity, resistance and rescue, and the impact of media on society.
We will partner with schools, churches, and other community organizations, which will host the exhibits and reach
out to their community to engage adults and students as docents for the exhibit. Docent training strengthens skills
that transfer to other leadership roles and focuses on connections between exhibit material and local cultural and
lived experiences. In addition, the Greenspon Center will hold a professional development session for educators
interested in bringing the content of the exhibit to their students via a virtual or in-person field trip. Educators will
leave with examples of interactive lesson plans to use in their classrooms.
The Pop-Up History exhibits will present events related to the Holocaust in a way that encourages visitors to think
critically about contemporary situations involving similar human rights issues. These exhibits will allow visitors to
interact with the information in ways that allow meaningful dialogue with one another and the larger community.
To learn more or become a partner, please contact Donna Tarney at tarneyd@queens.edu.

Antisemitism – Past and Present
Led by Donna Tarney
Dates: October 7 and 14, 2020
Time: 6:30 – 7:30 pm
Location: Virtual
During the past few years, we have heard that antisemitism is “on the rise.” This is important
to all of us, whether we are Jewish or not. To understand why, join us for a two-session exploration of the deep
roots of antisemitism and its impact on our lives today. Participants will come away with practical methods to
recognize and stand up to antisemitism wherever it arises.
For more information, please contact Donna Tarney at tarneyd@queens.edu.
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Holocaust and Human Rights Programs
“The Boy on the Wooden Box” and “All the Horrors of War: A Jewish Girl, a British
Doctor and the Liberation of Bergen-Belsen”
A day of collaboration with the South Park Regional Library
Date: October 27, 2021
Time: Various (see below)
Location: Virtual
For more information and to register: Register here
You are invited to join us for a day of learning centered around two engaging books. The first book is the memoir of
Leon Leyson, one of the youngest of the children on Schindler’s List to survive the Holocaust. Suitable for middle
and high school students, Leon’s story brings the reader into the fear and hope woven throughout his young life.
The second book is the story of Rachel Genuth, a poor Jewish teenager from the Hungarian provinces, and H. L.
Glyn Hughes, a high-ranking military doctor in the British Second Army. Suitable for high schoolers and older,
the stories of Rachel and Dr. Hughes converge in Bergen-Belsen, where Rachel fights for her life and Dr. Hughes
struggles to save thousands on the brink of death.
Sign up for one, or more, of the offerings:
For educators: 9 am–12 pm
This half-day professional development session introduces educators to the two books and offers interactive ways
to bring them to your students. Author Bernice Lerner will join us to speak about taking a leap of the moral imagination in teaching/reading Holocaust stories. What are the possibilities for moving and inspiring students to act
justly and courageously? What are the limits to our understanding? She will give illustrative
examples of choices (displays of habits of mind and heart) made by the liberator and by those
who endured Hitler’s scourge.
For middle and high school youth: 6–6:45 pm
Join us virtually to explore to hear from the Greenspon Center’s Student-to-Student team
as they share what life is like for Jewish teenagers today. They will tell you about how they
celebrate, what their favorite foods are, and what they believe. Lots of time provided for Q&A.
For everyone: 7–8:30 pm
Register for a virtual evening conversation with Bernice Lerner, author of the
book All the Horrors of War: A Jewish Girl, A British Doctor, and the Liberation
of Bergen-Belsen. She will share how she came to write the story of her mother, a
child survivor of Auschwitz and Bergen-Belsen, and the doctor who became a hero
to survivors. This presentation sheds light on those who encountered survivors of
the Holocaust during liberation and how that encounter changed them forever.
Time will be given for Q&A.
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Holocaust and Human Rights Programs
YIVO Institute for Jewish Research:
Introduction to the YIVO Cernia Slovin Online Museum exhibit
Beba Epstein: The Extraordinary Life of an Ordinary Girl
Date: November 4, 2021
Time: 4–5:30 pm
Location: Virtual
To register click here: Register here
In 2020, YIVO launched the first exhibition of its landmark YIVO Cernia Slovin Online Museum “Beba Epstein:
The Extraordinary Life of an Ordinary Girl.” The exhibition unfolds 20th century Jewish life in Eastern Europe
and the Holocaust through the true story of Beba Epstein, born in Vilna in 1922. The exhibition is based on her
autobiography, recently discovered in 2017. The museum’s innovative, interactive storytelling draws on material
from YIVO’s archive and serves as a new digital educational resource in Holocaust education.
Chief of staff of YIVO, Shelly Freeman, and the chief curator of the museum and Webby award-winning interactive
designer Karolina Ziulkoski will lead us on a tour of the online exhibition. Participants will also receive teacher
guides and discover how they can use this incredible resource in their classrooms to engage students in a new and
meaningful way. You can check out the exhibition in advance of the session at https://museum.yivo.org/.
YIVO’s archive contains almost 24 million original artifacts, and its library has over 400,000 volumes of Jewish and
Yiddish books. Its archives and library represent the single largest and most comprehensive collection of materials
on East European Jewish civilization in the world. It is also a cultural organization with numerous public programs
and educational courses. To find out more about YIVO, visit www.yivo.org.

Anne Frank: Beyond the Diary
Led by Talli Dippold and Donna Tarney
Date: January 26, 2022
Time: 7-8 pm (Virtual)
To register: Register here
Do you use the Diary of Anne Frank in your classroom? Do you know the complex history
of the diary? Are you looking for creative new ways to utilize the diary in your classroom?
Join us as we look at the newest revelations about Anne Frank’s beloved work, share ideas and discuss potential pitfalls
when using her diary with students. Participants will leave this session with practical tools to use in the classroom.
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Holocaust and Human Rights Programs
Jim Crow and the Nuremberg Laws: The Relationship Between Institutionalized Discrimination in the U.S. and the Beginnings of the “Final Solution”
Led by Donna Tarney and guest facilitator
Date: February 11, 2022
Time: 9am–2pm
Location: On campus or virtual
To register click here: Register here
Back by popular demand!
As the Nazi government was designing policies regarding the Jews, Adolph Hitler spent time and money researching how other nations segregated their populations. Although several countries had established successful policies
and practices to keep their white and non-white populations separate and unequal, the U.S. stood above the rest.
During this two-session webinar, we will explore ways in which the Jim Crow Laws provided inspiration and lessons
for the Nazis as they moved to legalize discrimination against the Jews in Germany. Participants will interact with
material and come away with virtual classroom-ready lessons.

Civil Rights – Where they come from, What they Are and What they Aren’t: A collaboration
with the Charlotte FBI
Date: March 4, 2022
Time: 9am–12pm
Location: Queens University Sports Complex OR Virtual (submitted room request)
Is freedom of speech a civil right? How about the freedom to marry anyone you choose? What about the right to
vote? Join us as we welcome an expert from the FBI who will help us understand our civil rights and what to do if
they are violated. We will then take what we learn and explore the process by which the Nazis removed a variety of
rights from the Jewish people and other targeted groups. Registration link coming soon.
Contact Donna Tarney to learn more at tarneyd@queens.edu.

“Last year was such a difficult year, no matter how you view it. We needed not only to do something
to uplift the students, but also to talk about current events that were occurring each day. Sometimes it
is not always easy to smoothly transition to those topics during lessons, so bringing in the Greenspon
Center team seemed like the perfect fit for us. And it was”
Chris Guidice, Educator
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Holocaust and Human Rights Programs
Holocaust Education Past, Present and Future
A collaboration with the South Carolina Holocaust Council
Led by Donna Tarney and Scott Auspelmyer
Date: March 25, 2022
Time: 9 am-4 pm,
Location: Queens University of Charlotte Sports Complex
For more information please contact Donna Tarney at tarneyd@queens.edu. Registration link coming soon.
Scott Auspelmyer is the executive director of the South Carolina Holocaust Council. Previously, he taught for 19
years, the last 15 at Blythewood High School in Blythewood, South Carolina. He taught Advanced Placement European History, Advanced Placement Seminar and Research, World History, and an Advanced Honors Seminar
course on the Holocaust. He has been involved in Holocaust education since 2003 and is continually inspired to
teach the lessons of this event by the students he teaches and the survivors and families of survivors he meets. Mr.
Auspelmyer is a United States Holocaust Memorial Museum Teaching Fellow and also a Jewish Foundation for the
Righteous Lerner Fellow.
The South Carolina Holocaust Council and the Greenspon Center present a seminar that will encourage educators
to consider the value of 2G (children of survivors) and 3G (grandchildren of survivors) stories as a means to continue focusing on personal narratives as a way into the lessons of the Holocaust.

Save The Date:
The 35th Annual Association of Holocaust Organizations Conference
Date: June 11-14, 2022
The Stan Greenspon Center for Holocaust and Social Justice Education is hosting the 35th Annual Association
of Holocaust Organizations Conference on June 11-14, 2022. We look forward to welcoming scholars, educators,
and community members representing Holocaust museums, organizations, and councils from around the world.
The topic of the conference is the current and future state of Holocaust education, with sessions led by internationally renowned scholars such as Michael Berenbaum.
We extend a royal invitation for you to join us as we learn from the best and network with leaders in the field of
Holocaust education. Many sessions will be open to community members.
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Holocaust and Human Rights Programs
The Greenspon Center Can Come to You...
Becoming One Human Family (BOHF) in School Program
BOHF was created to help middle and high school students explore the consequences of prejudice and discrimination in our society and equip them to effectively combat injustice in their spheres of influence. The program
provides engaging and active learning to middle and high school aged youth throughout North and South Carolina.
Through personal stories, art, music, and literature from or related to the Holocaust, students explore larger human
rights issues such as: identity, bias, respect, and courage. We train school educators to facilitate the program or
provide facilitators so teachers can learn alongside their students. Becoming One Human Family is a customizable,
in-person or virtual program. Contact Donna Tarney to learn more at tarneyd@queens.edu.
Special thanks to the Jewish Federation of Greater Charlotte, whose generosity enables us to offer Becoming One
Human Family free of charge.

The Jeffrey Alan Schwartz Virtual Holocaust Speakers Bureau
In memory of Jeffrey Alan Schwartz, his brother Larry Schwartz and family have established the Jeffrey Alan Schwartz
Holocaust Speakers Bureau. This program will virtually bring second and third generation descendants of Holocaust survivors into regional private, public, and independent schools, and community clubs and organizations to
keep the history, messages, and lessons of the Holocaust alive. The most powerful experience relating to Holocaust
education is hearing survivor testimonies. Sadly, as many of our Holocaust survivors are aging and we are losing
their precious presence in this world, it is time for the next generation to lift and share their voices. The Greenspon
Center is honored to be part of keeping the message of our community’s survivors alive for future generations,
through their descendants. To request a speaker or for more information, email Talli Dippold, dippoldt@queens.edu.
If you know of a school that would benefit from either the Becoming One Human Family program or the Speakers
Bureau, please let us know.

“The Greenspon Center is a great partner that provides meaningful tools and professional
development sessions that leverage strategies and techniques around human rights issues that
can be easily incorporated into classroom/work settings. The programs give unique perspective
and guidance on the intersections of antisemitism and racism and the harmful effects, both past
and present. The professional development sessions are designed to not only inform but also provide pathways to make our communities more welcoming and inclusive.”
- Chiquitha Lloyd, Director of Diversity and Inclusion, CMS
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Holocaust and Human Rights Programs
Student to Student High School Peer Education Program
Prejudice often results from lack of knowledge and familiarity. As a response, the Jewish Federation of Greater
Charlotte and the Stan Greenspon Center for Peace and Social Justice are pleased to offer Student to Student, a
program that seeks to combat antisemitism and prejudice in high school students.
Student to Student is a nationwide program developed by the Jewish Community Relations Council of St. Louis.
Student to Student is a high school peer education program that:
• Strives to reduce prejudice and bigotry
• Fosters understanding among peers
• Brings together Jewish students from different backgrounds
• Trains students to talk about their lives as Jewish teens
• Facilitates discussions in an effort to dismantle antisemitism
• Puts a human face to Judaism
Teams of student presenters (high school juniors and seniors) from the Conservative, Orthodox, and Reform
branches of Judaism share on a range of topics. These topics include, but are not limited to: the Sabbath, the
Jewish life cycle from birth to Bar/Bat Mitzvah to marriage to death, antisemitism and the Holocaust, Israel, the
Hebrew language, Jewish dietary practices, and Jewish holidays.
Hands-on activities and demonstrations enhance the presentations. Instead of just describing a shofar (ram’s
horn), an actual shofar may be passed around and, when possible, blown by one of the presenters; instead of just
describing challah, the Sabbath bread may be passed around for sampling!
For information about becoming a Student to Student participant, please contact Talli Dippold dippoldt@queens.
edu. To schedule a presentation, please contact Donna Tarney tarneyd@queens.edu. Also be sure to follow the
program on Instagram and Facebook for up-to-date news and to engage with the Student to Student community
virtually!
This program is generously sponsored by the Jewish Federation of Greater Charlotte.
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Social Justice and Community Organizing (SJCO)
Educational Programs
The Greenspon Center is committed to strengthening social justice movements by training and educating community members to become effective organizers and sustaining changemakers in the diverse personal and professional contexts in which they work and live.
Our SJCO educational offerings provide practical skills for organizing. SJCO Quarterly Workshops will celebrate
and support Charlotte’s communities of organizers and changemakers. Does this stir a longing in you? This can
be you!
In conjunction with Queen’s University of Charlotte and Johnson C. Smith University, we are developing a Social Justice and Community Organizing Certificate Program. The program will empower social justice fellows
by acquiring the knowledge and skills to bring people together around areas of common concern, build power,
influence community decisions, and create just outcomes. Students enrolled in the certificate program will select
an organization to serve in their mini-internship which will provide praxis-based learning, networking and reflection opportunities. Look for the SJCO certificate program to start in the fall of 2022.
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SJCO Educational Programs
Introducing the Stan Greenspon Scholar Activists for 2021-2022
As we design and launch the SJCO program, we are joined by Rev. Vahisha Hasan and Holly Roach Knight as our
scholar activists and program design consultants. By bringing their academic perspectives and their organizing
experience, our scholar activists are working to root this emerging program deeply in praxis with vital feedback
loops for reflecting on and learning from our experience organizing.
Rev. Vahisha Hasan
Rev. Vahisha Hasan is a faith-rooted organizer working at the intersection of faith,
social justice, and mental health. As executive director of Movement in Faith, Rev.
Vahisha Hasan is deeply invested in ways activist and faith communities further healing and collective liberation. She is also the rapid response coordinator for TRACC4Movements (Trauma Response and Crisis Care) and director of SEAL Initiatives
at American Baptist College (Social Justice, Equity, Advocacy, and Leadership).
She is a powerful public speaker, transformative facilitator, social justice trainer,
minister, and writer with a deeply prophetic voice and imagination for how faith
communities can be an active part of healing and collective liberation. Vahisha
holds a dual Master’s of Divinity and Master’s of Mental Health Counseling with an
Education Specialist Certification from Gardner-Webb University and a bachelor’s
degree in communications with a concentration in interpersonal organization from
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Vahisha was proudly born and
raised in Charlotte, North Carolina.
Holly Roach Knight
Holly Roach Knight is a long-time social justice organizer and recent recipient of two
master’s degrees, a master’s degree in social justice & community organizing from
Prescott College, and a master’s degree in contemplative education from Naropa
University. She studies conflict in social change and is developing a body of work
around navigating harm and repair in the organizing process.
As a systems thinker for social change, Holly challenges us to learn from our organizing and consider how interconnected we are. As a proponent of contemplative
social change, Holly urges us to steward our own inner change as a vital contribution
to our work as change makers. Holly is also a yoga teacher and a student of cultural
somatics. She lives in Asheville, North Carolina.
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SJCO Educational Programs
Listening Project: Learning from Charlotte’s History of Organizing —
The Successes, Failures and Emerging Needs
with Rev. Vahisha Hasan M.Div., M.A., Ed.S., Holly Roach Knight, and Rabbi Judy
Schindler
Date: Monday, October 25, 2021
Time: 7-9 pm
Location: Queens Campus
At the Greenspon Center, we recognize the need for research on Charlotte’s history of organizing — the successes
and the failures, the future needs. We are commencing a significant community Listening Project and invite you to
be an interviewer/researcher. Researchers will be asked to attend one training and complete three interviews with
Charlotte organizers. Join us as we set the stage for this important work and begin to amass a body of research from
which we all can learn and build upon as a community. If you know of any Charlotte organizers (past or present)
who should be interviewed, let us know that as well. To take part in our community research or to learn more
about this program, contact Judy Schindler, schindlerj@queens.edu.

Harm & Repair: Embracing Conflict as Social Change
with Holly Roach Knight
Date: Tuesday, January 18, 2022
Time: 7-9 pm
Location: Queens Campus
Raise your hand if you’ve experienced hurt in a social justice context. Organizing for social change can be fraught
with conflict, reactivity and even, sometimes, lasting brokenness that weakens the whole system organizing for
change. If we bring our habitual and engrained responses to conflict into our interactions with others, we risk
harming other people as well as the work. Sociological discourse has long argued how change happens, conflict
theory often being the victor, which means that change literally happens through conflict. Perhaps we should think
more about conflict and even train for its eventuality, populating our organizing toolboxes with skills and wisdom
for navigating harm and working toward repair.

“The shortest distance between two people is a story.”
- Patti Digh
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SJCO Educational Programs
Spiral of Transformative Change: A Liberatory Approach to Racial Equity with Ambrose
Consulting + Tepeyac Consulting
Date: Tuesday, March 28th, 2022
Time: 7-9 pm
Location: Queens Campus
If you have spent the past year reading everything you can on racial justice and racial equity, then this is the workshop for you. The Greenspon Center is excited to be offering a foundational workshop designed to invite people to
deepen their understanding of racial equity, entitled “The Spiral of Transformative Change: A Liberatory Approach
to Racial Equity.” Over the course of the session, we will explore the importance of applying a trauma lens to our
collective efforts and consider a set of principles and ethics that can guide our work together. Participants will also
be introduced to language and frameworks that are grounded in an analysis of anti-blackness and indigenous erasure while also deeply rooted in an intersectional perspective and multi-front strategy. Participants will leave with
tools and frameworks that will continue to deepen their discernment and analysis as they develop their own path
towards advancing racial equity within their own spheres of influence.
Tamiko Ambrose Murray
Tamiko is the founder and
principal of Ambrose Consulting. She offers guidance to
grassroots groups, nonprofits, and foundations who seek
transformative change through
their work toward social justice. A
writer, community researcher, cultural strategist and racial equity practitioner with over a
decade of experience, Tamiko's work has included nonprofit leadership, academia, community organizing,
participatory research, and cultural work. Her toolkit
reflects a wealth of experience that ranges from equity-informed facilitation and training to cultural organizing within frontline communities. She believes a healthy
work culture is essential to sustaining equity efforts and
that transformation is possible when the most impacted
communities are centered in the work toward change.

Marisol Jiménez
Marisol is the founder and
lead consultant for Tepeyac
who brings over twenty years
of community engagement,
training/facilitation, and policy advocacy experience to her
practice. Her work with commu
nities is designed to catalyze strategic
equity efforts in collaboration with grassroots leaders,
nonprofit organizations, and foundations. She believes
in the power of connecting communities that are most
often marginalized from decision-making tables with
opportunities to amplify their voices and meaningfully
lead social justice efforts. For the past 10 years, Marisol has worked in multiple capacities to advance equity
through facilitation and training, participatory research,
transformational community engagement, and frontline
activism. It is her strong belief that this work is most impactful when it is intersectional, proactive, collaborative,
and radically hopeful.
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SJCO Educational Programs
23rd Annual White Privilege Conference Election Season Event: April 2022 CandiWade in the Water: Race, Religion, and Rec- dates of Color Forum with Rev. Vahisha
iprocity
Hasan M.Div., M.A., Ed.S.
Date: March 9 to 12, 2022
Time: Various
Location: Charlotte Convention Center

Date: Tuesday, April 5, 2022
Time: 7-9 pm
Location: Queens Campus

The Greenspon Center is proud to be a working partner
with the White Privilege Conference (WPC) team. For
the past 22 years, the WPC has examined challenging
concepts of privilege and oppression and offered solutions and team-building strategies to work toward a more
equitable world. As a Black-run conference, it brings
nationally known authors and leaders, lifting up vital
voices and perspectives to advance and deepen conversations about race and white supremacy at the local level.
Going beyond skin color, the WPC welcomes diverse
perspectives to provide a comprehensive look at issues
of privilege including, but not limited to race, gender,
sexuality, class, and physical ability.

It’s election season in Charlotte, a time when change is
on people’s minds. What are the most important issues,
measures, candidates, and races in the region? Candidates of color offer their perspective of the electoral
ecosystem and areas of tension and support. Come vote
with your presence and influence the influencers with
your perspective!

The WPC in Charlotte will, for the first time, be framed
with a faith-related theme. All are welcome, regardless
of personal belief or religious institutional affiliation.
Another first is the location. Charlotte marks the furthest
point south for the WPC, making it a draw for people
from surrounding states. The Charlotte Presbytery is the
driving force behind bringing the conference to Charlotte. The Greenspon Center is proud to partner with
them in this work.

Deep Resiliency & Healing Space for Liberators
(BIPOC* Only)
with Rev. Vahisha Hasan M.Div., M.A., Ed.S.
Date: Tuesday, June 14, 2022,
Time: 7-9 pm
Location: Queens Campus
Freedom fighting is not a sprint, although it can feel like
that way at times. We will explore ways BIPOC folks can
pull from a deep well of healing modalities to sustain our
bodies, hearts, minds, and spirit in this long and essential
liberating work.
*Black, Indigenous, People of Color

The conference is unique in its ability to bring together
students, youth, teachers, university faculty, activists,
social workers and counselors, healthcare workers, and
members of both the spiritual community and corporate
arena. Everyone is welcome! Stay tuned for registration
information. Contact Donna Tarney with any questions
at tarneyd@queens.edu.
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Bridge Building Across Lines of Difference
Black-Jewish Alliance Inaugural Cohort
September 2021 through May 2022
In the summer of 1964, many Black and Jewish young adults worked together during Mississippi’s Freedom Summer registering voters. In March 1965, Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel marched with Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King
from Selma to Montgomery, Alabama, for voting rights. In the summer 2021, seeking to pursue those same goals
of harmony and justice, the Greenspon Center and Johnson C. Smith University kicked off their first cohort with
five Black and five Jewish young professional leaders (ages 25 to 35) from Charlotte who will develop the skills and
relationships to advance racial equity and fight antisemitism.
Selected participants will study the Black/Jewish historical relationship, understand each community’s past and
present struggles, and will gain leadership skills necessary for social justice and community organizing aimed at
systemic change. Graduates will become part of an interfaith and interracial network of leaders and alumni committed to advancing freedom and justice on local and national levels.
The program involves monthly sessions from September 2021 to May 2022 and a Deep South Pilgrimage March
18-21, 2022 (a four-day civil rights journey to Atlanta, Birmingham, Montgomery and Selma). This program is
sponsored by the Stan Greenspon Center, Johnson C. Smith University, the Jewish Federation of Greater Charlotte,
and Temple Beth El. To learn about joining next year’s cohort, contact info@greensponcenter.org.

Photo by Sarah Ann Photos
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Bridge Building Across Lines of Difference
Charlotte Racial Justice Consortium (CRJC)
Training Our Students For a Future of Equity
By application only: Academic year 2021-2022
Cost: Free
The Stan Greenspon Center has been an instrumental partner in developing the Charlotte Racial Justice Consortium
(CRJC). The CJRC is an unprecedented partnership of five academic institutions: Queens University of Charlotte,
Central Piedmont Community College, Johnson C. Smith University, Johnson & Wales University Charlotte,
and UNC Charlotte — working together to equip a diverse body of students within the region to address social
and economic justice issues, advocate for racial equity and strengthen democracy. The CRJC vision is a Charlotte
community that understands its history of race and racism; believes in our shared humanity; embraces a more
comprehensive narrative on race; and develops faculty, staff, and student leaders who work across our campuses
towards truth, racial healing, and transformation.
Four to five fellows from each campus participate in a year-long reflection of Charlotte's history of racism and its
connection to each university/college, while exploring racial equity and developing leadership skills. The fellowship
will culminate in unique, student-led projects designed to foster truth, racial healing, and transformation. Racial
Justice fellows are also trained in leading racial healing circles which we hope to make available to the broader Charlotte community in the spring of 2022. Racial Healing Circles are group interventions designed to share personal
truths and experiences and use storytelling to promote racial equity and healing. If your organization is interested
in partnering with the CRJC, please contact Rabbi Judy Schindler, schindlerj@queens.edu.

#How2FaceHate
The Stan Greenspon Holocaust and Social Justice Education Center is excited to announce our newest project,
#How2FaceHate (#H2FH). On the website www.how2facehate.org, young people who have experienced acts of
hate share their stories through short videos. They explain how they responded and remind other young people
that they are not alone.
Our summer interns, Rhett Edens and Hannah Eccleston, are partners in the development of this project. The
advisory board comprises a diverse group of young people who are passionate about this work. If you or someone
you know is interested in #How2FaceHate, visit our website or reach out to us at info@greensponcenter.org.
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Bridge Building Across Lines of Difference
Belk Chapel Jewish-Muslim Interfaith Initiative
A brand-new initiative joins the Belk Chapel’s community programs! This initiative enables students, alumni, and community
members (particularly but not limited to those of the Jewish and
Islamic traditions) to engage in community projects, dialogues,
and more. In the Fall of 2021, the group will be present at the
Charlotte Pride Interfaith Service. In October, we will bring in
scholars to talk about Judaism and Islam. In November, we will
organize and participate in a blood drive.
As this initiative grows, we will work to improve our skills in engaging in difficult dialogue and bring in amazing
speakers to talk about different facets of Judaism, Islam, and interfaith engagement. The purpose of this initiative
is ultimately to bring Jews and Muslims together to learn from one another, engage in the real world, and develop
friendships across faiths. For more information, read our blog post on our website. at www.greensponcenter.org.

Abraham’s Tent: A Shared Muslim Community and Jewish Community Room in the Inn
at Queens University
Just as Abraham’s tent was open on all sides to welcome friends and strangers passing by his desert dwelling, the
Muslim and Jewish communities want our neighbors in Charlotte to feel that spirit of welcome. Unfortunately,
due to COVID-19 we cannot offer the program in the fall at Queens University. However, we plan on continuing
once it is safe to do so. We will keep you informed on opportunities to support our neighbors with food and other
resources. To volunteer, please contact Patty Torcellini at mspattyh@gmail.com.
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Customized Offerings for
Your Organization/House of Worship
The Stan Greenspon Center offers a variety of programs for youth and adults. Every session can be adapted to
meet the particular needs of your community.

Bias and Prejudice in our Lives

During this 90-minute interactive workshop, participants will learn how to recognize bias and prejudice in themselves. We will explore how bias leads to behaviors that hurt others and disrupt relationships. Participants will
practice questioning and reflective listening to diffuse tension and to hold more productive dialogues.

Discussing Race

During this 60-minute session, participants will explore ways to openly discuss racial issues with one another.
This includes strategies to use when someone makes a racially charged statement as well as what to do when a
discussion becomes an argument. Participants will practice how to hold a Listening Conversation, which helps
build understanding and trust.
The Greenspon team can also present interactive talks on many topics related to the Holocaust, human rights,
and the Jewish experience including, but not limited to, the following topics:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Dismantling Stereotypes — Using images to tell the whole story
America and the Holocaust — What we knew and what we did
Women and the Holocaust — The unsung heroes of resistance
Monuments and Memory — Why and how we memorialize the past
Antisemitism – Historical roots and present reality
White Supremacy – How it started and why it continues
Black-Jewish Relations – Shared triumphs and troubled times
Social Justice and Community Organizing 101

Fees vary based on program design and support the mission and work of the Stan Greenspon Center.
For more information, please contact Donna Tarney at Tarneyd@queens.edu.
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Jewish Life/Hillel at Queens University of Charlotte
Jewish Life/Hillel at Queens University
Welcomes Noah Goldman, Coordinator of Jewish Life
Students, staff and faculty celebrate simple and sacred time together, marking Jewish holidays and Shabbat, simply hanging out (Sushi Shabbat lunch, bowling, Sunday Morning Beit Starbucks, etc.) and creating multicultural
programs in partnership with other organizations (Soul Food Shabbat, etc.).
With the support of Coordinator of Jewish Life Noah Goldman and our own Rabbi Judy, Hillel is a nurturing
“home-away-from-home” family and we look forward to welcoming new students. The Queens Jewish Life Program aims to engage the Queens community of all faiths in Jewish cultural, holiday and educational events and
supports involvement in the interfaith fabric of Queens through dialogues and interfaith programs.

Charlotte College Connection High Holiday Experiences
Rosh Hashanah Jewish New 		
Year Celebration				
September 7, 2021 				
Apples & Honey: 4 to 6/Club & Org Fair
Reflection Service: 6 pm			
Boxed Dinner: 6:30 pm

Yom Kippur Neilah and
Sushi in the Sukkah
Break Fast 			
September 20, 2021
September 16, 2021 		
Sushi Dinner: 5 pm
Reflection Service: 5-5:30 pm
Bagel Break Fast Boxes: 5:30 pm

Connect with other Charlotte college-aged young adults for creative High Holiday experiences with Rabbi Schindler, Noah Goldman, and musician Patty Torcellini. Relate what’s happening on campus to this Jewish sacred time.
From racial justice to COVID-19 to simply getting our lives on track and staying balanced and healthy, how can
the themes of the High Holidays speak to our lives?
Color our Sacred Times: Queens Jewish Life Celebrations
Sacred Colors: A Jewish Holiday Coloring Book
(Recommended for ages 0 to 120)
Our Jewish Life at Queens “Color Our Sacred Times” adult coloring books will
offer you a way to reduce stress and awaken creativity, as well as learn about
ten Jewish holidays. The coloring book is illustrated by Emily Orland, our 2020
summer intern, and includes spiritual insights from Rabbi Judy. All proceeds go
to Jewish Studies at Queens University of Charlotte. This book was generously
funded by the Lenora Stein Community Creative Learning Grant.
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Jewish Life/Hillel at Queens University of Charlotte
Mimi’s Matzo Ball Soup sponsored by the Gorelick Family
Open to all Queens University of Charlotte students, faculty, and staff
Dates: TBD — delivery to students, faculty, staff, and friends
Made possible by generous donation from the Gorelick family
Cost: Free			
Back by popular demand — Mimi’s famous matzo ball soup! What better way to promote
warmth and comfort during the cold winter months and midterms/finals, than from the Queens University Hillel?
The inspiration behind Mimi’s Matzo Ball Soup is Patty Karro Gorelick (lovingly called “Mimi” by her grandchildren). Patty was a lady of great taste, kindness, and intellect, as well as a fashion icon and a president of Queens
University’s Learning Society. Created in her memory, the Mimi’s Matzo Ball Soup program infuses the Queens
campus with the love, warmth, and wisdom that Mimi (Patty) shared with all those who were fortunate enough
to know her. Chartwells Food Service, which feeds and nourishes the Queens’ campus family, graciously prepares
this soup for our community.

“To receive matzo ball soup on campus provided two joys for me.
The first joy is that it helped me feel at home while away from home.
The second joy was seeing other people try matzo ball soup for the first time and realizing how
great it was. Watching other people enjoy what I grew up with was exciting to see.”
Noah Goldman, Class of 2019 Queens University graduate and coordinator of Jewish Life
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Jewish Life/Hillel at Queens University of Charlotte
TGIF Queens University of Charlotte Hillel Challah Giveaway sponsored by Marty Birnbaum and Roz Greenspon
Open to all Queens University of Charlotte students, faculty, and staff
Cost: Free
									
Dates: TBD — Delivery to students, faculty, staff, and friends
Made possible by generous donation from Marty Birnbaum and Roz Greenspon
There is a well-known saying that the way to a man's heart is through his stomach. Well, here at Queens University,
we say it a slightly different way: The way to a Hillel college student’s heart is through the stomach!
Monthly, the Queens Hillel gathers at Trexler Courtyard to give away individual challot (the plural of challah) to
students, faculty, and staff. A simple explanation of Shabbat accompanies each challah, and we host a mini “Shabbat
celebration” with music.
Our students love food that reminds them of home, and they love traditions. The challah giveaway has become one
of those traditions they talk about with love after they graduate. We are grateful to Marty and Roz for supporting
this Queens Hillel tradition!
Preserving Memory in the Digital Age: Blumenthal Poland Cemetery Restoration Program
After completing a spring semester course where students explored Jewish and Polish history, addressed questions
about preservation, memory and commemoration and conducted a small project at Charlotte’s Hebrew Cemetery,
a group of University of North Carolina Charlotte and Queens University of Charlotte students embarked on a trip
to Poland in May 2018 and 2019. Unfortunately, due to COVID, the group was not able to travel in 2020 and 2021,
but will be traveling to Poland once again in May 2022.
The Blumenthal Foundation has generously supported this project with a grant that provided start-up funding for
this initiative. The Jewish Federation of Greater Charlotte also provided an Impact and Innovation Fund Grant to
support this project.
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Celebrating Our Supporters
With incredible generosity and vision, our donors invest in Jewish Life, Jewish Studies, and the Stan Greenspon
Holocaust and Social Justice Education Center. Thousands of lives have been touched and taught through their
work. A special debt of gratitude extends to Stan Greenspon and Lori and Eric Sklut for their generosity and to
our community’s Holocaust survivors who inspire our work.

Founding Donors Annual Sponsors
Founding Donors Class of 2016
Blumenthal Foundation
David Cohen
Clay and Deidre Grubb•
Founding Donors Class of 2014
Don and Bobbi Bernstein•
Bill and Patty* Gorelick•
Harvey and Adrienne Gossett•
Larry and Dale Polsky•
Marc and Mattye Silverman•
Eric and Lori Sklut•
Circle of Supporters
Mark Abrams
Jill and Craig Balick
George Bohmfalk
Bo and Stacy Doline
Glenn and Roni Fishkin
Samantha and Adam Foodman
Russell and Julia Greenfield
Dee Gyorody
Penny Krieger
Lisa Strause Levinson
Susie Meier
Cheryl Newman
Arthur and Elyse Nevid
Paul and Gwen Orland
Kevin and Karen Sossin
Adam and Sheila Spitz
Bonnie Tangalos

Jonathan and Allison White
Patti and Peter Zakow
Gold Sponsors
Dr. Sandy and Lois Benjamin
Sandy Berlin
Susan Cernyak-Spatz*
Todd and Stacy Gorelick
Joy Greene
Keith Greenspon
Lawrence Greenspon
Donald Jacobs
Florence Jaffa
Silver Sponsors
Marty Birnbaum & Roz Greenspon
Charles Chambers
Mark and Paige Cohen
Cheryl DeMaio
Jackie Fishman
Harry and Gloria Lerner
Jerry and Barbara Levin
David and Risa Miller
Richard Osborne
Steven and Melissa Raphael
Larry Schwartz
Judy Seldin-Cohen and Jeff Cohen
Harry and Marilyn Swimmer
Providence Day School
• Donors are also Annual Sponsors
*of blessed memory
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Celebrating Our Supporters
Friend Sponsors
Michael and Stephanie Abramson
Stanley and Judy August
Michael and Susan Blackman
Mike Boatman and Kathie Minnon
Larry and Tracy Brown
Maxwell Burns
Suly Chenkin
Harry and Elaine Chernotsky
Olivia and Steven Cohen
Stuart and Lynne Cojac
Ivan and Roz Cooper
Michael and Patti Diamond
Ted and M.E. Hessberg
Robert & Gaye Holmes
Christine Hotham
Joan Kirschner
David Lefkowitz

Mark and Alison Lerner
Ross Levin
Gene and Amy Marx
Ed and Debora Pizer
Leon Rutman
Michael & Anne Sinsheimer
Renee Spatz
Adam and Sheila Spitz
Sheri Stock
Betsy Rosen and Liam Stokes
David Swimmer
Nava Thompson
Donna Thrasher
Scott Twer
Sam and Emily Zimmern

Supporters
Mark Abrams and Iris Prandi, Robyn Benjamin, Sharri Benjamin, Tess Berger, Carolyn Berlin, Alan and Rosalie
Blumenthal, Jill Blumenthal, Corine Bockenek, Esther Chipps, Cheryl DeMaio, John and Talli Dippold, Rebecca
Drechsel, Joe Engel, Nancy Felder, Sara Freidman , Stanton and Courtney Geller, Noah Goldman, Steven and
Talia Goldman, Yaron and Sandra Goldman, Marcelle Gorelick, Karen Greenblatt, Donna Greenspon, H. Charles
Griffin, Paige Grumulaitis, Hillary Haarman, William and Liza Haynes, Simon Hirschhorn, Hope Hockaday,
Edward and Arlene Karp, Jody Kasten, Lorrie Klemons, Rabbi Asher Knight and Rabbi Ana Bonneheim, Stacey
Krantz, Claire Krusch, Sara Kulbersh, Margie Levenson, Janet Levy, Linda Levy, Samuel Levy, Audrey Madans,
Ira and Natalie Malter, Gary and Karen Maniloff, Menachem and Malka Mezahav, Candace Naliboff, Winifred
Nathan, Eugene Nicholas, Patricia Norcom, Cynthia Norwood, Jerry and Vickie O’Keefe, Teri Orsini, Vicki Parker, Helen Rifas, Russell and Sally Robinson, Steve Rogers, Shirley Rosen, April Ryley, Michael Scharf, Kimary
Schatten, Rabbi Judy Schindler and Chip Wallach, Jeffrey Schwartz, Susan Shallo, Shannon Sharp, Lisa Shpritz,
Jerry Simon, John Small, Gary Starr, Roger Steifel, Marcia Stern, Robert Stoll, Bonnie Sultan, Lisa Sutker, Carola
Swimmer, Don and Donna Tarney, Sharon Taubman, Cheri Titlebaum, Patty Torcellini, Debra Trautmann, Nava
Thompson, Syndey Whitman, Suzanne Williams, Nadine Winton-Fox, Kim and Sue Worrel, Barbara Ziegler
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Celebrating Our Supporters
Foundations
Blumenthal Foundation, Donald H. and Barbara K. Foundation, The Leon Levine Foundation, The Levine-Sklut
Family Foundation, Marc and Mattye Silverman Family Foundation, Novant Health Foundation, William and
Patricia* Gorelick Family Foundation

Grants
Jewish Federation of Greater Charlotte, Lenora Stein Community Creative Learning Grant, Museum of Jewish
Heritage - A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, Pinnacle Financial Partners
*of blessed memory

Program Supporters
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Office of Diversity and Inclusion, Hebrew Cemetery of Greater Charlotte, Jewish Community Relations Council, Johnson C. Smith University, Lake Norman Charter School, Myers Park Presbyterian
Church, The Olga Lengyel Institute, Woodstock Area Jewish Community, BrightView

Follow us on Social Media...
Facebook: Stan Greenspon Holocaust and Social Justice Education Center
Instagram: @stangreensponcenter
Twitter: @GreensponCenter
Website: stangreensponcenter.org
Tell your friend and family members looking for undergraduate or graduate academic programs about the closeknit Jewish Community and the dynamic Jewish Studies Program at Queens University. Visit www.Queens.edu
to learn about all Queens has to offer.
The Stan Greenspon Holocaust and Social Justice Eduation Center
Queens University of Charlotte
1900 Selwyn Avenue
Charlotte, NC 28274
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